Abstract
Sleep plays a vital role in affective-cognitive processes, including memory consolidation and emotional re-processing. The current study aims to understand the impact of one-night normal vs. insomnia sleep on the consolidation of emotional memories. Healthy and insomnia sleepers encoded the affective pictures in the evening and then slept at the laboratory with high-density EEG recorded. Emotional memory and its responses were assessed in the next morning and in one week later.

Results revealed impaired emotional processing among insomnia group. Compared to healthy group, insomnia group showed preservation of the emotional memory and resistance to the over-time dissipation of emotional tones. Insomnia participants also maintained stable neural representations of emotion across tasks, indicating prolonged emotional processing. Furthermore, healthy participants showed the over-time memory decay and arousal reduction of negative memories, which were associated with the REM duration during the post-encoding night. In contrast, this pattern and the correlation were absent in the insomnia group.
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